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Last time 

•  Finished HVAC systems 
–  COP/EER/SEER, power draw, and energy consumption 
–  Fluid flow: Friction losses and increases/decreases in systems 
–  Fan and pump curves (relating pressure, flow, and power) 

•  Introduced ventilation and indoor air quality (IAQ) 
•  Indoor air quality: we spend most of our time indoors 
•  Outdoor air ventilation can both dilute indoor sources of 

pollutants and bring in pollutants from outdoors 
•  Key topics: 

–  Mass balances 
–  Air exchange rate 
–  Ventilation rates 
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Slight revision to HW 4 

•  Don’t have to report answer in Problem 1 in units of ppb 
–  Only in µg/m3 
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Indoor environment: Mass balance 
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t = time (hour)	
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C = indoor concentration (µg/m3)	
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Cout = outdoor concentration (µg/m3)	
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Steady state mass balance and air exchange 

•  Example steady state calculations:   

•  Assume Cout = 0: 

•  Assume V = 200 m3 and E = 1 µg/hr: how are Css and λ related? 
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Ventilation and CO2 
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Satish et al 2012 Environ Health Perspectives 



Today’s objectives 

•  Finish ventilation (and “infiltration”) 
•  Particulate matter and HVAC filtration 
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Mass balance example problem w/ CO2 

•  What outdoor airflow rate is needed per occupant to keep 
the indoor CO2 concentration below 1000 ppm? 
–  Assume outdoors is 400 ppm 
–  CO2 production (activity level of 1.2 met) = 0.005 L/s per person 

•  In a 150 m3 room with 30 people present, what would be the 
required air exchange rate? 
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Ventilation rate in this classroom 

•  Let’s measure CO2 concentrations in the classroom and 
estimate the ventilation rate at the end of the class period 
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Data from last year: 



Ventilation and IAQ 

•  How do we determine the correct (or required) 
ventilation rate? 
–  ASHRAE Standard 62.1 (commercial) and 62.2 (residential) 
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ASHRAE Standard 62.1: Commercial buildings 
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ASHRAE Standard 62.1: Commercial buildings 
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Ventilation rate procedure (VRP) 



ASHRAE Standard 62.1: Commercial buildings VRP 
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ASHRAE Standard 62.1: Commercial buildings VRP 
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ASHRAE Standard 62.1: Commercial buildings VRP 
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Measured air exchange rates: Commercial buildings 

•  Recent study of ~40 commercial buildings in California 
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Bennett et al. 2011 CEC Report 

λ =
V
V
= air exchange rate ( 1

hr
)



WHAT ABOUT VENTILATION IN 
RESIDENCES (HOMES)? 
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Air exchange: Ventilation and infiltration 

Outdoor air exchange can be divided into two main categories: 

Ventilation 
Intentional introduction of outdoor air into a building 
Subdivided into: 
–  Mechanical (forced) ventilation: The intentional movement of air into 

and out of a building using fans, intake vents, and exhaust vents 
–  Natural ventilation: The flow of air through open windows, doors, 

grilles, and other planned envelope penetrations, driven largely by 
natural or artificially induced pressure differences 

Infiltration 
Flow of outdoor air into a building through cracks, leaks, and other 
unintentional openings in the envelope (includes normal use of exterior 
doors) … i.e., leakage 
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Typical air leakage sites in homes 
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Dealing with ventilation vs. infiltration 

•  Mechanical ventilation is straightforward 
–  Fans move air through known openings 
–  Flow rates typically known or at least measurable 

•  Natural ventilation is conceptually straightforward but 
physically complex 
–  Known openings but highly varying wind speeds and directions 

•  Infiltration is complex 
–  Typically unknown openings and multiple driving forces 

•  Need to know airflows through each of these in order to 
quantify IAQ and energy impacts 
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General models for air flows through leaks 

•  Given an opening: 

•  For a combination of i openings: 
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V = ACΔPn

A = area of opening, ft2 (m2) 
ΔP = pressure difference between inside and outside, in WG (Pa) 
C = flow coefficient, ft/(min inWGn) [m/(s Pan)] 
n = exponent, between 0.4 and 1.0 (usually 0.65 for buildings) 

V = AiCiΔPi
ni

i
∑



Driving forces of ventilation and infiltration: ΔP 

•  Three primary mechanisms generate pressure differences 
(driving forces) 
–  Stack effect (natural buoyancy) 

•  Caused by the weight of a column of air located inside/outside a building 
•  Depends on air density and height above a neutral reference level 

–  Density is also a function of temperature 

–  Wind 
•  Caused by wind impinging on a building, creating a distribution of 

pressures on the exterior surface 
•  Depends on wind direction, wind speed, air density, surface orientation, 

and surrounding conditions 
–  Mechanical air handling equipment (fans) 

•  Fans are used to supply, recirculate, exhaust, and otherwise balance 
pressures and flows in buildings 
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ΔP = ΔPwind +ΔPstack +ΔPvent (+ when causing flow to interior) 



Stack effect 

•  In wintertime 
–  Air within a building acts like a bubble of hot air in a sea of cold air 
–  Rises to the top 
–  Draws outdoor air in from cracks/gaps/openings in the bottom 
–  Indoor air out through top 

•  In summertime 
–  Air within a building acts like a bubble of cold air in a sea of hot air 
–  Falls to the bottom 
–  Drives indoor air out through cracks/gaps/openings in bottom 
–  Outdoor air in through top 

•  Temperature differences usually lower in the summer time so the amount 
of flow is smaller 
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Stack effect: winter vs. summer 

24 Heating 

Cooling 



Wind pressures 

•  From velocity component of Bernoulli Equation: 

•  To convert velocity pressure to the difference between 
surface pressure and local atmospheric pressure: 
–  Multiply by local wind pressure coefficient, Cp 

–  Get CP (+ or -) from measurements or from ASHRAE Handbook of 
Fundamentals 2013 Chapter 24 “Airflow around buildings” 

Pwind = ΔP =CpPvelocity =
1
2
CPρUh

2

Pvelocity =
1
2
ρairUh

2

Pvelocity = wind velocity pressure; Uh = air velocity at building height, h; ρair = air density 



Wind pressure coefficients (Cp) vary around buildings 
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What are typical AERs in homes? 

•  Distribution of AERs in ~2800 homes in the U.S. 
–  Measured using PFT (perfluorocarbon tracer) in the early 1990s 

•  What do you think this curve looks like now? 
27 
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% less than Murray and Burmaster, 1995 Risk Analysis 
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homes 



What are typical AERs in homes? 

•  New distribution of AERs U.S. homes 
–  Early 1990s and revisited in 2010 (Persily et al. 2010) 
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What are typical values of λ (AER)? 

•  Distribution of AERs U.S. homes: infiltration 
–  Addition of 106 new homes (Offermann et al., 2009) 
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Offermann et al. 2009 CEC PIER Report 

•  Not uncommon for new homes to have AER = 0.05-0.20 per hour 

1990s median ~0.5/hr 
2010 median ~0.4/hr 
2009 new home median ~0.26/hr 



Steady state mass balance and real AERs 

•  Assume V = 200 m3 and E = 1 µg/hr 
•  Lower AER à higher Css 
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Variation in infiltration AER with driving forces 
•  Air exchange rates differ both between buildings and within buildings 

–  Differences vary by driving forces and building characteristics   
•  Example: 4600 AERs measured by automated SF6 system in a house for 

2 years: 
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Wallace et al. 2002 J Expo Anal Environ Epidem 

AERs in individual buildings can vary by season 
•  Driving forces: temperature, wind speed 

AERs can vary by I/O temperature  
within seasons 



Modeling air leakage (infiltration only) 

•  There are several models for estimating infiltration rates in 
buildings 

•  One common model is the LBL Model for Air Leakage 
–  aka Sherman-Grimsrud Model 
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Vinf = Aleak asΔT + awvw
2 !!!!![L/s]!

Aleak= building equivalent leakage area [cm2] 
ΔT= interior-outdoor temp difference [K]
as = stack effect coefficient [ (L/s)2

cm4K
]!

aw = wind coefficient [ (L/s)2

cm4 (m/s)2 ] 

vw = wind speed [m/s]



LBL Air Leakage Model 
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ASHRAE Standard 62.2: Residential ventilation 
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ASHRAE Standard 62.2: Residential ventilation 
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AIR CLEANING/FILTRATION 
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Forced air distribution: Filtration 
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Typical commercial HVAC system: 

!VSA

!VRA

!VOA



What if our pollutant has another loss term? 

•  Rarely are we working with only inert compounds 
–  Other loss mechanisms are important 
–  Deposition to surfaces, control by HVAC filter, reaction, etc… 
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Mass balance with filtration  

•  New term to mass balance: 

•  Assume steady state for now, divide by λ, and solve for C: 

•  CADR = Clear Air Delivery Rate 
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V dC
dt

= P VCout − VC +E −η VfC

dC
dt

= PλCout −λC +
E
V
−
η Vf

V
C

0 

C =
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E
λV
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η Vf

λV

C =
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E
λV

1+ CADR
λV

CADR =η Vf

Units of flow (e.g., CFM or m3/s) 



Filtration efficiency: ASHRAE Standard 52.2 
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Filtration efficiency: ASHRAE Standard 52.2 
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Particulate matter (PM) 

•  Particulate matter (PM) is its own class of pollutant 
–  PM consists of a mixture of solid particles and liquid droplets 

suspended in air 
–  Primary emissions are emitted directly by sources 

•  Outdoors: Industry, construction, roads, smokestacks, fires, vehicles 
•  Indoors: Smoking, cooking, resuspension of dust, transport from outdoors 

–  Secondary emissions are formed in atmospheric reactions and some 
indoor reactions 

•  Health effects 
–  Respiratory, cardiovascular, others 

•  Visibility effects outdoors 

http://www.aerosols.wustl.edu/education/AerosolBasics/What%20is%20an%20aerosol.htm 



Particulate matter 

•  Usually referring to a characteristic dimension 
–  Diameter for sphere 
–  Diameter for fibers (e.g. asbestos) 
–  Equivalent diameter for non-spherical  

Important units: 
•  Micrometer (µm) 

–  1 µm = 10-6 m 

•  Nanometer (nm) 
–  1 nm = 10-9 m = 1000 µm 

V =
π
6
dp
3

dp 
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Particle sizes 
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Hinds 1999 

ß PM2.5 ß PM10 ß UFP 



Particle deposition in respiratory system 
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Hinds, 1999 Ch. 11 
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ASHRAE Standard 52.2 

•  Method of test for filter performance for particles 
–  Controlled laboratory conditions 
–  Subject filter to test aerosol 
–  Measure particle removal efficiency and pressure drop 
–  Load filter with dust and test again (and again) 

•  Result is “MERV” 
–  “Minimum efficiency reporting value” 
–  Based on minimum values for three particle size ranges: 

•  E1: 0.3-1 µm 
•  E2: 1-3 µm 
•  E3: 3-10 µm 
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HEPA à 99.9% or greater  removal efficiency for most particle sizes 



Newer measurements of filtration efficiency 

•  Recent lab tests covering 30 nm to 10 µm and MERV 
classified filters (remember MERV only covers 0.3-10 µm): 
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Hecker and Hofacre, 2008 EPA Report 600/R-08/013 



Recent MERV 7 lab tests 
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Hecker and Hofacre, 2008 EPA Report 600/R-08/013 



Recent MERV 14 lab tests 
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Hecker and Hofacre, 2008 EPA Report 600/R-08/013 



Filtration and ventilation example problem: ETS 

•  An office building with a constant volume HVAC system has 
an air filter installed with an efficiency of 70% for 
environmental tobacco smoke (ETS) 
–  There are 10 occupants; 3 are smokers 
–  Each cigarette emits 7.5 µg/s of ETS 
–  The outdoor airflow rate is 20 cfm per person 
–  The outdoor ETS concentration is zero 
–  The return airflow rate is 40 cfm per person 
–  The supply airflow rate is 60 cfm per person 

•  What is the concentration of ETS in the building? 
–  Ok to ignore deposition indoors 
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